Ex Post Impact Assessment of Master Plans—The Case of Shenzhen in Shaping a Polycentric Urban Structure
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Abstract: This study of ex post impact assessment aims to review the lessons learned from the implementation of previous master plans in the case study city of Shenzhen (China) in order to provide evidence-based input for the possible integration of impact assessment in future master planning in Shenzhen and other world cities, particularly in developing and emerging countries. The paper uses GIS data to derive maps for the visualization of spatial developmental patterns with complementary quantitative analysis for the spatial-temporal impact assessment. The ex post impact assessment shows that the master plans of Shenzhen have successfully guided urban development towards a polycentric spatial structure. Regarding the data used in the study, Global Human Settlement Layer (GSHL) is a valuable dataset that is generally suited to assessing the urban development pattern. The time series mapping of growth in built-up areas as well as population and built-up intensity mapping based on time specific categorization supplemented by the quantitative assessment of high urban concentrations (hUCs) based on time specific thresholding allows the identification of development patterns over a long period of time.
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1. Introduction

The New Urban Agenda—Habitat III [1] emphasizes the planning and managing of urban spatial development while promoting the integration of planning and evaluation. Since the 1950s, we have seen a paradigm shift in the urban planning debate and discourse from top-down rational planning to communicative and participative planning based on the counter flow principle. One of the distinctive features of this change has been the recognition of the need for evaluation and its integration into urban planning [2–4]. To this end, advances in evaluatory methods have been particularly evident in both planning theory and planning practice over the last few decades [5–14]. Specifically, ex ante evaluation is applied to the preparation stage and ex post evaluation to the implementation stage of urban planning [9,15]. Around the world, intergovernmental organizations, political and economic agencies as well as national governments have considerably stepped up their efforts in ex ante and ex post impact assessments through measures such as the environmental impact assessment of United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the social impact assessment of the Centre for Good Governance in India or the EU’s Better Law-Making in Action. In addition, academic research on ex post impact evaluations using mixed methods (e.g., [16]) has promoted knowledge transfer through the description of a generic theory-based evaluation framework for application to country-led impact evaluations. However, while ex-ante evaluation of proposed strategies and policies is common in the
legal framework of environmental impact assessment, ex post evaluation is much less common [17] (p. 146). This is reflected in the lack of interest shown by urban planners in such subsequent evaluation measures. However, ex post impact assessment, which can identify actual impacts during and after the implementation, is crucial in helping us understand how, and to which extent, a programme or project achieves its intended objectives and subsequently, enables corrective action to be taken where necessary as well as providing evidence-based information to improve the design of future interventions.

The UK’s Royal Town Planning Institute has claimed that planning is arguably the single most important tool that governments have at their disposal for managing rapid urban population growth and expansion [18]. Indeed, by establishing a system of urban planning at the municipal level, China has achieved great success (also in international comparison) in constructing urban infrastructure while eliminating urban slums under conditions of rapid urban expansion and massive growth in the urban population [19,20]. Yet, the integration of evaluation methods has not been fully implemented in China’s urban planning process [13,21–23]. Previously, urban planning in China has mainly focused on the formulation of urban development goals and the introduction of blueprints for development. The function of urban plans to provide a legal framework and guidelines for urban development has not been established by accompanying laws and regulations [24–26]. To remedy this situation, the Chinese government is currently promoting coordinated planning in order to cope with the problems and loopholes caused by multiple planning processes. The master plan has long been envisaged as the only necessary framework to guide long-term urban development by ensuring stable and effective implementation of urban plans [27]. In fact, the efforts undertaken by the Chinese government in this respect are similar to the proposal of the New Urban Agenda—Habitat III on “reinvigorating long-term and integrated urban and territorial planning and design in order to optimize the spatial dimension of the urban form and to deliver the positive outcomes of urbanization” [1] (p. 8). Based on this background and considering future developments, this article makes use of empirical research conducted in China with a view to contributing to the development of other major cities around the world.

Shenzhen was chosen as a case study for an ex post impact assessment of master plans as it is a prime example within China of the application of comprehensive urban planning as a reaction to high-speed urban growth. The purpose of the study is to assess the extent to which the master plans of Shenzhen have realized their objectives in shaping a polycentric urban spatial structure, which is a common thread running through the various urban master plans of different urban development epochs. One major challenge for empirical investigations of polycentricity is to define the centre and sub-centre(s) [28]. Except for a few papers that have extended the scope of investigation (e.g., references [29–32]), the vast majority of studies concerning polycentricity in spatial research have analyzed the intensity of economic activity (employment) in order to identify the centre and sub-centres (e.g., [33–35]). Internationally recognized methods of measuring polycentricity, specifically those methods developed around the spatial characteristics of metropolitan regions of North America (e.g., [33,36–41]), have recently been extended to Europe (e.g., [31,32,42,43]). However, very few in-depth empirical studies have been carried out in cities in developing and emerging countries, despite the fact that polycentric urban structures are also an emerging issue there. As informal employment remains pervasive in many developing and emerging countries [44] (p. 19), the lack of available data (on employment) hampers empirical investigations that apply methods first created for the analysis of US and European cities. Thus, this paper’s contribution is to transfer established methods to a new form of polycentricity measurement that is better adapted to the data availability in developing and emerging countries. Moreover, this paper adopts a cross-sectoral perspective to realize an ex post impact assessment of urban planning and research on polycentric spatial structure. The paper’s originality is in using GIS data to derive maps for the visualization of spatial developmental patterns with complementary quantitative analysis for the spatial-temporal impact assessment. This methodological framework serves to minimize the subjectivity of the analysis. Meanwhile, it simplifies the understanding of research results for individuals who are unfamiliar
with geography or urban planning, for instance, policymakers or citizens who may be involved in drawing up future master plans. In summary, this study of ex post impact assessment aims to review the lessons learned from the implementation of previous master plans in Shenzhen in order to provide evidence-based input for the possible integration of impact assessment in future master planning for Shenzhen and other world cities, particularly in developing and emerging countries.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Case Study

The project follows a case study approach, which enables in-depth, multi-faceted exploration of complex issues in their real-life settings [45]. Shenzhen is a coastal city in Southern China located 22°24′ to 22°52′ N and 113°46′ to 114°37′ E. Lying on the Pearl River Delta, it borders Hong Kong to the south, Huizhou to the north and northeast and Dongguan to the north and northwest. As a pilot city for China’s economic reforms and ‘open door’ policy, Shenzhen has undergone massive change over past decades. Since 1979, the city has grown and developed from a small county dominated by agriculture into the country’s fourth most populous city, and indeed, the world’s sixth most competitive global city [46]. Before the establishment of the modern-day city, this area was known as Bao’an County, an ancient administrative unit that has existed since 331 AD. On 5 March 1979, China’s State Council approved the renaming of Bao’an County, determining that the 1997 sq km area would be converted into an administrative area known as Shenzhen city. At that time, the actual urban extent of Shenzhen was only 3 sq km with a resident population of about 314,100 [47]. In August 1980, the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (SEZ) was formally established over an area of 327.5 sq km (see Figure 1). By the end of 2016, Shenzhen had a built-up area of around 900 sq km with 11.9 million permanent residents, translating into a population density of 5697 people per sq km [48,49].

![Figure 1. Location of the case study city Shenzhen.](image_url)

In Shenzhen, planning is recognized as a motor for manufacturing and industry [50] (p. 1). The city has established an evolving planning system to cope with the birth and transformation of an industry-led Special Economic Zone, funded by domestic capital, to a booming world city which has attracted millions of “floating” inhabitants as well as much international investment [51] (p. 439). Since the establishment of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone in 1980, no fewer than twelve
comprehensive urban planning and development strategies have been drawn up [52]. This large number of master plans confirms the explosive nature of Shenzhen’s urban growth. Under these master plans, the city has coped rather well with its rapid urban development in comparison with other Chinese cities. This background makes Shenzhen an ideal case study for the ex post impact assessment of master plans.

2.2. Materials

Historical master plans and data from the Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL) of the case study city, Shenzhen, were used for evidence-based impact assessment analysis. The data for the master plans came from the archives of the Shenzhen Planning Bureau and the involved planning institutions, i.e., the Shenzhen Research Institute of Urban Planning and Design and the China Academy of Urban Planning and Design. The land use and population data of the Global Human Settlement Layer from 1975 to 2014/2015 served as base data for the investigation of physical and socio-economic changes. Both the BUILT-UP GRID (LDS) and the POPULATION GRID (LDS) from GHSL were used. The built-up data provided a multi-temporal information layer on built-up presence derived from Landsat image collections (GLS1975, GLS1990, GLS2000 and ad-hoc Landsat 8 collection 2013/2014) (cf. [53]). The population data depicts the distribution and density of the population, expressed as the number of people per cell. Residential population estimates for the target years, 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2015, were disaggregated from the census or administrative units to grid cells and informed the distribution and density of built-up areas, as mapped in the Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL) per corresponding period [54].

2.3. Methodical Framework

The study drew on the generic methods and procedures provided by the Impact Assessment Guidelines of the European Commission [55]. The general workflow was as follows: First, a screening step aimed to select the most influential master plans for impact assessment from all comprehensive plans that have been drawn up for Shenzhen. Second, a scoping step identified the focus of this ex post impact assessment of the master plans, i.e., the desired common goal of a polycentric urban spatial structure. After screening and scoping, the impact assessment was divided into three steps, as illustrated in Figure 2:

1. The identification of development trends based on a comparison of the development goals of master plans and the actual spatial expansion in built-up areas using GIS time series mapping. This step is achieved by comparing the selected master plans and the expansion of built-up areas over time. A considerable period of time is required to prepare each master plan: For instance, while the master plan 2010–2020 for Shenzhen was finalized in August 2008 after two years of preparation, it was only officially approved by China’s State Council in August 2010. Therefore, the comparison did not seek to achieve complete consistency over time but rather aimed to compare similar time points and periods.

2. Visual inspection of polycentricity using time-specific categorization to map the spatial-temporal changes in population and intensity. Considering the diversity of the discourse in regard to polycentricity, we defined morphological polycentricity as places of spatial densification, in accordance with the notions of Riguelle et al. [43] and Taubenböck et al. [56]. In this latter study, polycentricity was defined as a spatial pattern featuring more than one centre within a defined area [56] (p. 42). Taking into account the consistency and comparability of data for the case study city of Shenzhen, which has undergone rapid urban development over a long period of time, the focus here was on two basic indicators: population density and built-up areas. We applied a set of intensity maps extracted from the GHSL data to describe the spatial distribution of the population intensity and the built-up intensity in respective time nodes, i.e., the years 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2014/2015.
Figure 2. Conceptual framework of impact assessment: input data, methods and respective workflow.

The application of time and city specific thresholding to assess spatial-temporal changes in population concentrations. We considered locations of high population density as proxies to demarcate urban centres. In this paper, we used (sub-)centres as areas of high urban concentration (in short hUC) based on the availability, consistency and comparability of data. Here, we assumed that a (sub-)centre shows hUC—the greater the number of such areas, the higher the degree of polycentricity. The population densities were calculated on a grid with a cell size of 1 sq km. The quantitative assessment drew on the fundamental logic of Greene’s method [36] using a basic set of reference thresholds (cut-offs) specific to the case study city and at the same time, which reflect the temporality of different phases of urban development. Since Shenzhen has applied a unified urban planning regulation, *Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines*, since 1997, we adopted relevant indicators in this regulation to define our reference values. In this document, the floor space ratio was the main indicator for determining density. Hence, according to the index for the floor space ratio of residential areas in *Shenzhen Urban Planning Standards and Guidelines*, we defined the ratio of the upper limit (a floor space ratio of 6) and the reference value (a floor space ratio of 1.5) as the reference threshold (density-based cut-off), giving a value of 4 to define a high urban concentration (hUC). Considering the index for the floor space ratio of residential and other land uses as well as corrective factors, we defined three degrees of high urban concentration as follows: high urban concentration level I (abbr. hUC_I) with a cut-off value of 4 times the mean population density; high urban concentration level II (abbr. hUC_II) with a cut-off value of 6 times the mean population density; high urban concentration level III (abbr. hUC_III) with a cut-off value of 8 times the mean population density.
In the concluding chapter, recommendations are derived from the impact assessment analysis for the subsequent development of the case study city. Also, based on the Shenzhen case study, we analyze the suitability of the GSHL data for the ex post impact assessment of master plans.

3. Screening and Scoping

As mentioned above, Shenzhen has hitherto formulated twelve master plans. Since October 2017, a master plan for 2016–2035 has been under discussion. Since some of the master plans were merely revisions of previous plans that were quickly drawn up to take account of contemporary developments, only the following seven primary master plans were investigated for the screening, as follows:

- 1980 “Overall Plan for the Planning and Construction of Shenzhen City”: This plan designated an area of 327.5 sq km for the SEZ and 60 sq km for the built-up area of Shenzhen city. The plan forecast a population of 300,000 by the year 1990, rising to 600,000 by the year 2000. The plan’s focus for urban development was an industry-led, industrial and agricultural combined SEZ and a new type of border city.

- 1982 “Outline of the Social Economic Development Plan for Shenzhen Special Economic Zone”: This plan extended the 1980 plan in terms of urban development and positioned Shenzhen as a comprehensive special economic zone with a strong industrial base supported by commercial, agricultural, housing and tourism development. Population forecasts were adjusted upwards to 250,000 by the year 1985; 400,000 by the year 1990; and 800,000 by the year 2000. The plan was the first to propose a polycentric linear-clustering spatial structure for the Shenzhen SEZ. This plan was partly revised in 1983 based on developments at the time. However, the unexpectedly rapid development meant that the goals set out in the plan for 1985 were already far exceeded by 1984.

- 1986 “Master plan of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone 1986–2000”: This plan revised the projections of the previous plan to a population of 1.1 million by the year 2000 and an urban built-up area of 123 sq km. Although this plan still regarded the Shenzhen SEZ as the main focus of urban planning, it went beyond the scope of the designated SEZ to determine a more advanced framework for infrastructure construction. The polycentric linear-clustering spatial structure for the Shenzhen SEZ foreseen in the 1982 plan was extended in the revised plan. In addition, the 1982 development focus was enlarged to an industry-led, export-oriented, multi-functional, highly developed comprehensive economic zone.

- 1989 “The Urban Development Strategy of Shenzhen City”: Since the previous planning-led urban development was largely centred on the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, this led to a problem of unbalanced development within and outside the SEZ. In view of the unbalanced development due to disparate property rights of urban vs. rural land as well as the contrasting conditions within and outside the SEZ, the plan, for the first time, considered the entire administrative area of Shenzhen. Correspondingly, the spatial development strategy was positioned as a city-wide development and progressive urban expansion. The urban built-up area was extended to 150 sq km, and the expected population was adjusted upwards to 1.5 million by the year 2000.

- 1996 “Shenzhen Master Plan 1996–2010”: This plan was concerned with the entire administrative area of Shenzhen city, i.e., 2020 sq km. By the year 2000, the urban built-up area was estimated to cover 380 sq km with a population of 4 million. By 2010, the urban built-up area was expected to be 480 sq km for a maximum population of 5.1 million. The plan proposed a polycentric clustering structure along axes and corridors.

- 2006 “Shenzhen Urban Development Strategy 2030”: This was the first strategic urban plan for Shenzhen. By identifying urban development problems, this goal-oriented plan aimed to “strengthen the city centre, stretch toward both wings, penetrate north and south, connect the west part and expand eastward” as a strategy to create a polycentric urban spatial structure.

- 2010 “Shenzhen Master Plan 2010–2020”: This plan’s objective was to limit the growing population to 11 million and the urban built-up area to 890 sq km by the year 2020. The polycentric urban
spatial structure proposed by the previous plans was continued and refined into “polycentric development in accord with the three axes and two corridors”.

The ever-higher forecasts for the urban population and built-up area within the various master plans reflect Shenzhen’s explosive urban expansion over the last four decades. Generally, the city’s master plans can be divided into two categories: those drawn up before 1996, which tended to present a blueprint for urban development, and those drawn up after 1996, which have sought to identify problems of urban development in order to propose goal-oriented development strategies. In particular, the overall socio-economic contexts faced by Shenzhen’s master plan have varied greatly over the years. As the details of the master plans from the 1980s show, the development positions have changed from an industry-led, combined industrial and agricultural SEZ at the beginning of that decade to an industry-led, export-oriented, multi-functional, highly developed comprehensive economic zone in the late 1980s. Since the late 1990s, with the return of Hong Kong in 1997 and China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, Shenzhen has had to face up another set of challenges. Against this background, Shenzhen’s master plans drawn up at different periods have shifted dramatically in terms of the focus and targets of planning. However, the pursuit of a polycentric urban spatial structure is a common thread running through the various urban master plans. Accordingly, our analysis aimed to assess the impacts of master plans for Shenzhen in shaping such a polycentric urban structure.

In discussions on the master plans of Shenzhen, it is generally recognized that the following three have been the most influential: the 1986–2000 master plan, the 1996–2010 master plan and the 2010–2020 master plan (cf. [52,57,58]). The first of these laid the basic spatial framework for urban development. The proposed “polycentric linear-clustering spatial structure” symbolized the conceptual role of the modernist “linear city” as representing openness to the instability of the market [59] (p. 129). Although this master plan merely dealt with the topographically flat SEZ, its ideological framework regarding the spatial structure laid the foundation for the integration of green spaces within urban built-up areas. The 1986–2000 master plan was highly praised by the domestic planning community and won first prize in the Outstanding Urban and Rural Planning and Design Award of China’s Ministry of Construction.

Deng Xiaoping’s Southern tour speech of 1992 broke a logjam in his reforms by advancing the policies of economic transformation and opening up the country. This triggered new opportunities and challenges for spatial development in Shenzhen, namely, how to transform planning for a pilot special economic zone into the development of a burgeoning city. The administrative status of areas previously located outside the Special Economic Zone was changed and the process of planned industrialization and urbanization was launched. In response to this situation, the 1996–2010 master plan was developed out of the SEZ master plan into a comprehensive city master plan. Naturally, the content of the city’s 1996–2010 master plan was radically different to the 1986–2000 master plan for the SEZ. However, the basic principles of the polycentric linear-clustering spatial structure set out in the 1986–2000 for the SEZ were preserved and extended to a polycentric structure for the entire city while taking account of the topographical conditions (e.g., mountains). This master plan was intelligently designed in terms of balancing built-up land with open spaces and proposing large-scale transportation networks and other infrastructures. This ensured that the city was able to cope with a much larger population than projected as well as a thriving economy while at the same time maintaining a good environmental quality in domestic comparison. This master plan won the 1999 International Union of Architects (UIA) Honors Award, the Outstanding Urban and Rural Planning and Design Award of China’s Ministry of Construction as well as the National Planning and Design Gold Award.

Nonetheless, the rapid development of Shenzhen did, in fact, lead to severe development bottlenecks around 2005. In particular, the city faced the challenges of a shortage of land, limited resources, a massive population and a highly stressed environment. The 2010–2020 master plan was the first in China to propose urban transformation. The focus of previous master plans on expansion was abandoned in favor of the consolidation and regeneration of existing urban districts.
In September 2008, the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development invited 13 national ministries and commissions to visit Shenzhen and discuss the special report of the Shenzhen Municipal Government on the 2010–2020 master plan. The intelligent and forward-looking design of this master plan was affirmed at the meeting.

4. Analysis and Discussion

In this section, Figure 3 outlines the urban spatial structures foreseen by selected master plans and the growth of built-up areas in the corresponding time periods in Shenzhen. Figure 4 presents maps of the population and built-up intensity in Shenzhen for the years 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2014/2015. Table 1 shows the application of time- and city-specific thresholding to assess spatial-temporal changes in population concentrations, using both visualized and quantitative descriptions. The following impact assessment analyses were derived from the above three tables.

The polycentric linear-clustering spatial structure was developed in the 1986–2000 master plan for the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone based using the concept of the linear city as a way to organize the flow of capital in a reformed socialist market economy. By comparing the population and built-up intensities between 1975 and 1990, we can confirm that the plans have successfully guided the formation of a linear spatial structure with identifiable hUCs through the development of new built-up areas from 1975 to 1990. It is worth noting that this development trend is not only visible within the scope of the master plan (i.e., the SEZ), but can also be observed outside the SEZ. The shaping of a banded agglomerated area in the south is consistent with the clustering proposal of the master plan. By 1990, Shenzhen’s urban development had achieved a full range of high-density development: 28% of the built-up areas had four times the mean density, 19% of areas had a population density six times mean density and 13% had a population density eight times mean density.

The 1996–2010 master plan, which considered the whole administrative area of Shenzhen, proposed the extension of the polycentric structure longitudinally along specific spatial corridors based on the geographic conditions. A comparison of the population and built-up intensities between 1990 and 2000 confirmed the basic implementation of these objectives during the corresponding time period through the development of new areas. From 1990 to 2000, population densities rose considerably in the banded agglomerated area in the south, and other (sub-)centres formed in the previous development period. This was reflected in the fact that the time-specific threshold increased 4.2 times by 2000 compared to 1990. This is particularly true of three centres in the banded agglomerated area in the south. Compared with the banded agglomerated area, other (sub)centres are more strongly characterized by an extension of built-up areas into surrounding land rather than higher population densities.

The 2010–2020 master plan proposed the development of a second linear clustering in addition to the existing linear clustering at the coastline. The implementation of this proposal was confirmed by the newly built-up areas during the corresponding time period. From 2000 to 2014, the population density in the existing banded agglomerated area in the south, particularly in the three centres, continued to rise. Compared to 2000, the time specific threshold of 2015 increased by a factor of 1.6. In addition, we observed the formation of a second banded agglomeration on the Western coastline. Within this second banded agglomeration, the population density was higher in two (sub-)centres. The share of hUC area in 2015 remained at a similar proportion compared to the share in 2000. However, the number of cells below the time specific threshold increased in the period from 2000 to 2015. This quantitative development pattern indicates a forward extension of built-up areas into the surroundings of other (sub-)centres.
Figure 3. The urban spatial structures foreseen by selected master plans and the growth of built-up areas in the corresponding time periods in Shenzhen.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Built-up intensity</th>
<th>Population intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="1975 Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="1975 Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="1990 Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="1990 Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="2000 Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="2000 Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="2014 Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="2015 Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Maps of built-up and population intensity in Shenzhen in the years 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2014/2015. (Source: Own calculation and visualisation based on GHSL data © EC, JRC)
### Table 1. Quantitative assessment of polycentricity in Shenzhen in the years 1975, 1990, 2000 and 2014/2015. (Source: Own calculation and visualisation based on GHSL data © EC, JRC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>hUC_1 cut-off reference</th>
<th>hUC_2 cut-off reference</th>
<th>hUC_3 cut-off reference</th>
<th>Share of hUC_1 (%)</th>
<th>Share of hUC_2 (%)</th>
<th>Share of hUC_3 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>3370.8</td>
<td>5056.2</td>
<td>6741.5</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>13.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>14,269.01</td>
<td>21,403.52</td>
<td>28,538.02</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>22,860.27</td>
<td>34,290.41</td>
<td>45,720.54</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Definition of time-specific hUCs (high urban concentrations)

- \( hUC_1 \) (year) = \( \sum_{i} PDi_{\text{year}} \geq 4 \)  
- \( hUC_2 \) (year) = \( \sum_{i} PDi_{\text{year}} \geq 6 \)  
- \( hUC_3 \) (year) = \( \sum_{i} PDi_{\text{year}} \geq 8 \)

\( i \) = number of grid cells  
\( PDi_{\text{year}} \) = population density in grid cell \( i \) in the respective time period (year)  
\( PD_{\text{mean}_{\text{year}}} \) = mean population density in the respective time period (year)

#### Share of hUC area

\[
\text{Share of hUC}_x \ (\%) = \frac{\text{Area}_{x \_hUC_{\text{year}}}}{\text{total Area}} \times 100
\]

#### 5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The above ex post impact assessment shows that the master plans of Shenzhen have successfully guided urban development towards a polycentric spatial structure. It can be observed that the master plans of the 1980s created a relatively balanced polycentric spatial development before 1990. Since 1990, population density in the banded agglomerated area (SEZ) in the south has increased significantly. At the same time, population densities in other centres have also risen. However, we note that the expansion of the built-up areas around the centres is more significant than their rising population densities after 1990s.

The polycentric spatial structure formed according to the master plans has created highly beneficial conditions in Shenzhen. Apart for the banded agglomerated areas, the city generally enjoys a well-balanced mix of urban built-up areas and adjacent green spaces. The 13th Five-Year Plan for Shenzhen foresees the city’s population to be growing annually by about 750,000 by the year 2020. This policy, which is contrary to the population brake introduced in Beijing and Shanghai, will serve to attract residents to Shenzhen. Clearly, urban development in Shenzhen in the years to come will have to accommodate the pressures of high population growth. In order to avoid the further expansion of the centres into surrounding areas (and hence, a reduction in open space), it is
recommended that an impact assessment is integrated into the preparation of future master plans, for instance, the master plan to 2035, which is currently being drawn up. In particular, ex ante impact assessment is recommended as a way to assess the effects of potential spatiotemporal changes and how these changes can lead to desired goals, i.e., a further strengthening of the polycentric spatial structure in Shenzhen.

Regarding the data used in the study, GSHL is a valuable dataset that is generally suited for assessing the urban development pattern. The time series mapping of growth in built-up areas as well as the population and built-up intensity mapping based on time specific categorization, supplemented by the quantitative assessment of hUCs based on time specific thresholding, allow the identification of development patterns over a long period of time. Uncertainties arise from the population estimates calculated by the disaggregation of official census data based on the respective built-up area. Another source of uncertainty is the time lag between the issuing of master plans and the gathering of data for corresponding periods. However, the major advantages of GHSL over studies using local, remote-sensing data are its global availability, temporal scope (data available from 1975) and, most importantly, the global objectivity and comparability of the dataset. These characteristics pave the way for further assessment studies in other urban contexts and with even larger spatial scopes.
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